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The Shovellers

when i was a little girl
i often heard my father say
when he was talking to his union friends 
about rotten working conditions:
“i’d rather be shovelling shit.”
Shovelling shit was, of course,
the ultimate indignity;
i suppose it still is 
though there’s not as much of it now,
at least not from horses.

Poor dad, i don’t suppose he ever realized
(kind man that he is)
that shovelling shit is something
women are expected to do
as a matter of course.
The first time i did it
the shit belonged to a baby,
my own baby, which is supposed to make it
a little easier.
i did it often for the next few years
putting up with the way i felt about it
because if i didn’t do it
who would?

Since then i’ve done it
for an old woman
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and i’ll probably have to do it
again.

Perhaps one day i’ll ask my father
if there’s a union for
people like me
and if so
how much do we have to shovel
to qualify?
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Lament from the 
Laundry Room

i just had an idea for a poem
but now i’ve forgotten it—
oh well, what does it matter?
it probably wouldn’t have been
a very good one.

i think it was something
about how i can’t attempt
a novel
because it just seems too big,
my writing has to be all
 
  bits
   and
    pieces

i wonder why that is?

Oh Lord, it’s five o’clock already
and i’ve got to make scruncheons
and drawn butter 
for the salt fish.

i still can’t remember
what i was going to write—
perhaps it will come back to me later
when i come down
to fold the towels.
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Streel in waiting
From The dictionary of Newfoundland English: “Streel 
(verb): To drag along the ground, to haul or hang untidily. 
Streelish, also streely: Of a woman, untidy, slatternly in 
appearance.”

i grew up believing it was wrong
to let yourself go
(go where?)
women especially were warned against this 
all kinds of consequences could follow
like losing

your looks
your husband

your self-respect

but now i think often
how wonderful it 
would be 
to do just that 
let myself go.

i read somewhere 
that people are more likely
to shower every day
than to use condoms when they have sex.
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Cleanliness is next to godliness
has become 
cleanliness instead of godliness.
it’s one of the few precepts we have left.

would you rather someone said of you
she’s dishonest, 
he’s mean
or 
she’s a streel,
he smells?
Think about it.

“it’s easier to be dirty than clean,”
my mother used to say
quoting her mother
when she heard women criticized
for being lousy housekeepers—

or just plain lousy.

“There’s always a little drop of water,” 
the virtuously clean claim,
“There’s always a little bit of soap.”

what gave total immersion its high status?
Are baths and showers a replacement for baptism
or being washed in the Blood of the Lamb,
which by some weird process
made you whiter than snow?
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Old people are urged
to keep themselves clean
(if you want others to love you
is the unspoken refrain).

Mad people often refuse to wash
(some say the mad
are the only truly sane).

Poets have written of what they’ll do
when they quit their day jobs:
wear purple hats,
let their hair grow grey and wild,
shout what’s on their minds.
i haven’t heard one of them
vow to stop bathing.
Surely i won’t be the first?
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The New if

if you can keep your hair when all about you
Are tearing theirs, and blaming it on you;
if you can keep your cool when others doubt you
yet let them know that doubts are valid, too;
if you stay calm when journalists attack you
Because you dare to question status quo;
if you can smile when commentators hack you
But yet speak up, and tell them where to go.

if you hear one more reference to bra burning
And resist the urge to knock the speaker cold;
if it’s for true equality you’re yearning,
if you try hard to break the man-made mould;
if you can stay good friends with all your sisters
Though they don’t always see things as you do;
if you refuse to join with the desisters
who sit on fences, scared of something new

if you refuse to stay as sweet as honey
when putdowns from the jocks make your blood boil;
if you don’t think that sexism is funny,
if from sick humour you have to recoil;
if you speak out, although you’re tempted not to,
if you just will not play the old male game;
if you recall where compromise had got you,
if you refuse to shoulder all the blame
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if you can keep up steam, and not get weary,
Although at times the struggle seems too hard;
Relax, bounce back, not daunted, or not very,
Although it’s tempting to let down your guard;
if you reject that Total woman fibber
(who knows that what she’s saying is not true);
well then, my maid, you’ll be a women’s Libber,
And, what is more, a Real Strong woman, too.
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The Crossroads 
of the world
In memory of Clara, 1904 -1963

Gazing at a lighted candle
inside a lamp chimney
at the Albatross Hotel in Gander
in 1985, 
i let my thoughts slip back
to long before the war
when there was no Albatross Hotel, 
indeed no Gander
just a tiny spot on the railroad
called the Newfoundland Airport
that we used to pass 
on our way to Notre dame Junction.

i thought of the women who lived
near here at that time
whose lamp chimneys were not for decoration
but to cover a flame
that lit a child to bed
and then burned brightly in the hall
to keep away the boogyman.

They didn’t travel, those women,
their men went to sea
but they stayed home
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to light the lamps
and clean the chimneys,
to make fish on the flakes
while the sun shone and 
walk a mile to their gardens 
to take a spell.

if i could meet one of those women now
across a table lighted by an oil lamp
what would i have to say to her
or she to me?
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Food for Thought
for Pauline

when i’m travelling on the CN bus
how can i possibly resist 
the turkey and chips with gravy
at the Corner Book terminal
or the double-decker ice-cream at
Robinson’s 
where the cones have the full 
flavour of much-fried fat?

At Baie verte junction
i linger to buy a Sweet Marie
and then realize in panic
that the bus is gone.
The driver backs up when he sees me
running, not wanting a heart attack
victim on his record.
in Gander i look longingly at the
roast pork with apple sauce
but settle instead for the bacon burger
for fear of being left behind again.
The driver might not be so understanding
a second time.
At the last second i grab a chocolate doughnut
to munch on the bus.
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in Clarenville i buy a Pal-o-Mine.
it reminds me of summer Sundays
in Bowring Park when chocolate bars
cost six cents
(five before the war).

when i get home, Pauline has a hot supper
ready for me
which i refuse to eat
reminding her reproachfully
that i’ll never reach my ideal weight
unless she co-operates.
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